Accelerating action in the fight against climate change and the preservation of ecosystems at local level requires contributions and commitment of all actors involved, in particular, businesses that are on the frontline of climate action, many of them already taking better account of the environment in their strategic decision-making process. You can contribute to our actions and support us. Large companies, small and medium-sized companies, public and private organisations - many of them trust and support us, but in order to continue and develop its programmes, Climate Chance needs new partners.

Since its creation in 2015, Climate Chance brings together all of the actors involved in the implementation of the objectives of the International Agendas on Climate, Biodiversity and Desertification, in keeping with the Sustainable Development Goals. It is the only international association seeking to connect all non-state actors from Europe and Africa, working on the acceleration of local action: local governments, businesses, civil society organisations, but also the media, researchers and citizens.
CONTACT NICOLAS JELANSKY
Director of Finance and Administration
+33 7 68 87 45 02
nicolas.jelansky@climate-chance.org

HOW TO BECOME A CLIMATE CHANCE PARTNER

Whatever sector you work in, whatever your objectives or means, we would like to ask for your help to implement crucial programmes for consolidating and growing projects at local level. Beyond a financial partnership, it is also about finding synergies within your own operations at the service of climate action.

We offer 2 partnership options for companies:

OPTION 1 - 50 000 €/YEAR
Support all of our actions, participate at our side in the major events of the climate agenda and be featured within all of our major initiatives: Summit in Europe, Summit in Africa, the Observatory, Coalitions, with an annual contribution of €50,000/year*.

OPTION 2 - 25 000 €/YEAR
Support one of our actions and be featured within all our related initiatives, with an annual contribution of €25,000/year*.

* Tax advantage: you benefit from a tax reduction equal to 60% of the amount paid (within the limit of 5% of the annual turnover, excluding tax).

All partner companies actively participate in the life of the association and have a seat at the General Assembly, alongside other actors committed to climate protection (representatives of local authorities, researchers, heads of associations, former ministers, and officials of major international bodies). As a platform for high-level exchange, this network of international actors who are very involved in climate action defines the priorities of Climate Chance, in synergy with a strategic steering committee to which all major global networks of non-state actors are invited.

THEY TRUST US

Several companies have already lent their support to Climate Chance and have played a crucial role in the development of our projects over the last few years: Schneider Electric Foundation, Michelin Corporate Foundation, BNP Paribas, Valorem, EcoAct, LVMH, RTE, SNCF, Engie, ecosystem, GRDF, SUEZ, Veolia...

We are also supported by several public partners: ADEME, AFD, Caisse des Dépots, Ministry of Ecological Transition, Ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs...

A FEW TESTIMONIALS FROM PARTNERS

As an active stakeholder in civil society, the Schneider Electric company and its foundation considers that partnership actions, involving various private and public actors, are key in the fight against climate change.

Thanks to Schneider Electric’s involvement in the Climate Chance Association since its inception in 2015, the Group shares and exchanges best practices with all the members of the association (local authorities, companies, NGOs) on:
- The role of digital technology in the energy transition and the fight against climate change;
- The development at regional level of shared energy districts, smart electricity networks and sustainable cities;
- Access to energy, training in energy professions and any action promoting universal access to clean, affordable energy.

GILLES VERMOT DESROCHES, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT CIVILIZATION AND INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS OF SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Congratulations on this robust Synthesis Report. We have rarely seen such a comprehensive, fully referenced report in French. AFD will use it to carry out an exercise in mainstreaming climate change concepts through the initiatives and actions it identifies.

CHRISTOPHE BUFFET, AFD CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION EXPERT

Climate Chance published its annual Global Synthesis Report on Climate Finance, with Finance for Tomorrow and I Care & Consult, a clear and synthetic view on the challenges, progresses and on-going development of climate finance worldwide.

SEBASTIEN SOLEILLE, GLOBAL HEAD OF ENERGY TRANSITION AND ENVIRONMENT BNP PARIBAS

Congratulations for the Climate Action Observatory Report, an information “mine”, and a very useful tool for reflection.

BRIGITTE COLLET, AMBASSADOR FOR FRANCE ON THE CLIMATE NEGOTIATIONS

Climate Chance provides a platform for privileged international exchange and discussion, highlighting best practices and solutions put forward by non-state actors involved in implementing the Paris Climate Agreement. It is also a very valuable tool that enables us to measure global progress in the fight against climate change.

PHILIPPE MASSET, HEAD OF ADEME EUROPE AND INTERNATIONAL

Are you also interested in the direction we are moving in? Do you want to help support non-state climate action around the world?